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Acknowledgement  
of Country 

We respectfully acknowledge Aboriginal peoples as the Traditional Custodians of this 
land on which we deliver our services to the communities throughout Western Australia. 
We acknowledge their enduring connection to the lands, waterways and communities 
and pay our respects to Elders past and present.



Our people and purpose
The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety 
(DMIRS) is a diverse department of more than 1770 people, 
from 74 different countries, working together to support a 
safe, fair and responsible future for the Western Australian 
community, industry, energy and resources sector.

Our values 
We lead with integrity, deliver on commitments, strive for 
excellence and look for better ways of doing things by being:

74
different countries 
identified by our 
staff as their 
‘country of origin’.

Forward 
thinking

Ethical Respectful

Responsive Fair Transparent



DMIRS at a glance
1,779
staff members.

More than 

112
pieces of legislation 
were administered by the 
department during 2021–22.

5
metropolitan offices, and

10
regional offices across 
the State.

We provide  
licensing services for 

7
statutory authorities.



Our commitment
Whether it is enabling the next big discovery in the mining sector, protecting workers’ 
health and safety, protecting tenants and consumers, transforming energy supply and 
emissions or rolling out new technology to provide better customer service, DMIRS is 
committed to delivering excellent service and achieving its purpose.



Building a sustainable  
and responsible  
resources industry
We are working to:
Grow mineral and energy exploration
Develop responsible and sustainable mineral and energy resources
Improve decommissioning and rehabilitation of mine sites 

We will deliver:
• The Geoscience Data Transformation Strategy – the  

$10.6 million, five-year program aims to transform the 
State’s geoscience data into intelligent data suitable for 
machine learning and artificial intelligence that reduces 
financial risks to explorers and helps them make more 
informed decisions.

• Petroleum Legislation Amendment Bill (B) 2023 – aims 
to provide WA’s industrial, mining, LNG and natural gas 
industries with access to opportunities to decarbonise, 
and help build the foundations to deliver the State’s 
decarbonisation objective of net-zero by 2050.

• WA Array project – this 10-year project will accelerate the acquisition of passive 
seismic data across WA and is the largest and highest resolution survey of its type 
worldwide. The project will identify areas of high prospectivity under deep cover, 
maximising opportunities in the State’s transition to net-zero emissions.

• An Aboriginal Empowerment Unit – will deliver the Aboriginal Empowerment 
Initiative, which will focus on partnerships, shared decision-making, and 
engagement; reshaping government services and systems to work with culture; 
building the cultural responsiveness of the public sector workforce; and expanding 
economic opportunities.

• Eligible Mining Activity Framework – seeks to improve regulatory practice by 
creating an alternate authorisation pathway for eligible mining activities. This will 
improve approval timeframes without compromising environmental outcomes.

• Petroleum Legislation Amendment Bill (No.2) 2022 – new laws that will support the 
State’s emerging hydrogen industry and modernise existing petroleum legislation.

$10.6m
five-year strategy 
will transform the 
State’s geoscience 
information into 
intelligent data. 



• Fast Tracking Mining Approvals Strategy – 2023 is year 
two of implementing this $27.4 million, four-year program. 
The strategy’s two main streams will help transform the 
regulation of resources projects under the Mining Act 
by reducing assessment timeframes through additional 
staffing and digital transformation.

We have delivered:
• Mining Amendment Bill 2022 – these new laws support the 

ongoing security of Western Australia’s mineral titles system 
and improve regulation of WA’s resources sector by streamlining administrative 
processes and safeguarding the security of titles and licences.

• Mining Amendment Bill 2021 – new laws that improve mining approval 
timeframes and reduce the administrative burden for industry and government 
without affecting the current robust environmental protections.

• Airborne Electromagnetic survey of WA – in a world first, the largest continuous 
survey of airborne electromagnetic data covering was completed. The survey 
covered the entire State and provides up-to-date information on ground water, 
mineral and energy resources to inform more targeted surveying.

• The Approvals Response Plan – this prioritised the assessment and approvals 
of Programmes of Work applications, Mining Proposals and Native Vegetation 
Clearing Permits to support ongoing resource activities.

$27.4m
Fast Tracking 
Mining Approvals 
Strategy four-year 
program.



Protecting workers  
and consumers
We are working to:
Improve work health and safety outcomes across all industry sectors
Support consumer rights and create a fair trading environment

We will deliver:
• The Mental Awareness, Respect and Safety (MARS) 

Program in the mining industry – addresses the serious 
issue of workplace sexual harassment and assault in the 
mining industry, includes a research and evaluation project 
focused on mental health, sexual harassment, emerging 
mine safety issues and related workplace initiatives to 
improve mental health, wellbeing, culture and respect.

• The new Consumer Justice Strategy 2021–25 – outlines legislative reforms,  
policy development and strategic priorities for consumer protection and fair  
trading in WA for the coming years.

• Retirement village law reform – from the 
start of the retirement village advertising 
and sales process, operators will be 
required to clearly and accurately describe 
the product, with details of the amenities, 
services and type of tenure, including a 
maximum time limit of 12 months placed 
on the operator to pay exit entitlements to 
the resident after they leave.

• A review of association laws – will 
modernise the current laws and reduce their 
red tape burden, simplify financial reporting 
and audit particularly for smaller associations, and will assess if the laws are 
keeping pace with the advances in modern information and communications.

• A review of commercial tenancy laws for retail shop – will improve the fairness 
and transparency of commercial lease arrangements.

• Labour Hire Regulation – working with the Federal Government to introduce reforms.

• A review of Residential tenancy laws that deal with family and domestic 
violence – includes special provisions aimed at helping renters in situations of 
family and domestic violence and whether the laws are working as intended to 
support affected renters and landlords impacted in areas such as recovering 
debts owed by tenants and making claims on insurance.



We have delivered:
• The Mental Health Prevention in the Workplace Grants – 

grant funding of $1 million per annum has been provided to 
assist workplaces to prevent workplace mental injury and 
illness through initiatives such as Mates in Construction 
and Steering Healthy Minds.

• Regulations on psychosocial hazards – new Work Health 
and Safety regulations for the control of psychosocial risks 
now make it unlawful to not specifically deal with these 
risks in workplaces.

• New workplace exposure standards and strengthened 
silica health surveillance requirements – amendments to 
the former legislation (Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996) halved the 
workplace exposure standard for respirable crystalline silica and respirable coal dust 
to further protect workers from the risk of silicosis. The new Work Health and Safety 
laws maintained these amendments and augmented them with new regulations 
restricting the manner in which workers can work with manufactured stone.

• Supplier Wage Audit – a specialist employment conditions audit and compliance 
unit has been established to monitor and audit suppliers to Government to ensure 
that all employment obligations are met.

• New regulations make funeral costs clearer – from 1 May WA funeral companies 
are now legally required to publicly display prices, enabling funeral organisers to 
access information upfront, compare costs and assist those who are grieving to 
make informed decisions at a difficult time.

$1m
provided to assist 
workplaces to 
prevent workplace 
mental injury  
and illness.



• Home Indemnity Insurance reforms to better protect home owners – eligible 
homeowners may be entitled to up to $40,000 for lost deposits, and up to $200,000 
for incomplete or defective works in the event their builder dies, disappears, or 
becomes insolvent.

• Electrical safety public awareness campaign – raised awareness about the 
electrical dangers that can exist in roof spaces and urged consumers to switch the 
mains power off before any person enters the roof space.

• Tick, Tick, Tick gas appliance safety campaign – raised awareness about the risks 
of carbon monoxide being drawn back into homes, rather than escaping via the 
flue, and the need for adequate ventilation. 

• Great Outdoors, Lethal Indoors – raised awareness about the safe use of outdoor 
gas appliances.

• Public awareness campaign on construction challenges – to assist consumers and 
the building industry to navigate major impacts from global supply chain disruptions.

• Empowering Consumers with a Disability Forum – that focused on developing an 
action plan to improve the services available to consumers and tenants living with 
disability in Western Australia.



Supporting WA’s  
energy transformation  
and economic growth
We are working to:
Help transform social, industry and economic growth through  
regulatory reform
Facilitate secure, reliable, low-emissions and affordable energy services

We will deliver:
• A modernised building regulatory framework – including a review to implement 

the recommendations from the Building Confidence – Improving the Effectiveness 
of Compliance and Enforcement Systems for the Building and Construction Industry 
across Australia report.

• Finalise a Renewable Hydrogen Target design in the South West Interconnected 
System (SWIS) – to have hydrogen comprise one per cent of electricity generation, 
which will be implemented through legislation, supported by a study into the role 
of renewable hydrogen in the SWIS, targeting areas such as long-term storage and 
peaking generation.

• The Energy Transformation Strategy Stage 2 – continue to enable the transition to 
low-emissions and distributed energy sources, focusing on a reform work program 
from 2021 through to 2025.



• The electricity component of the Sectoral Emissions Reduction Strategies – 
which will outline pathways for the electricity sector to reach net zero carbon 
emissions by 2030 and will include a plan for the evolution of WA’s major power 
networks including the SWIS and the Pilbara Networks.

• Coordinating the Household Energy Efficiency Scheme 
four-year pilot program – to equip 10,000 households 
experiencing hardship with the tools and knowledge to  
be more energy efficient.

• A review of the Gas Standards Act 1972 – will consider 
regulation of self-supplied installations; establishing 
contractor licensing; and possible harmonisation of 
gasfitters and plumber’s licensing regimes.

• Future fuels project – a close collaboration with the 
Future Fuels Cooperative Research Centre on a number 
of research projects focused on enabling the transition to 
renewable fuels.

• Commence the new Targeted Underground Power Program – designed to maximise 
Western Power’s contribution to project costs, targeting parts of the network most 
in need of replacement and directing state government funding to lower socio-
economic areas through tiered levels of government support.

• Electricity Industry (Alternative Electricity Services) Amendment Bill – to 
implement a regulatory framework that accommodates new electricity supply 
arrangements and business models, while providing suitable protections for 
consumers of these services.

• Electricity Industry (Distributed Energy Resources and Other 
Matters) Amendment Bill – to develop an effective and responsive 
regulatory framework for electricity in the State, which ensures 
electricity supply services are secure, reliable and affordable,  
while facilitating greater uptake of renewable energy.

• Workplace Electric Vehicle Charger Grants Program – deliver 
Round One of the program to support the installation of electric 
vehicle charging infrastructure by small-to-medium businesses, 
not-for-profit organisations and local governments.

HEES pilot program 
seeks to ease  
cost of living 
pressures for

10,000
households



We have delivered:
• Security of payment laws – the first stage of the new Building and Construction 

Industry (Security of Payment) Act 2021 expands contractors’ rights to claim 
regular payments to avoid large outstanding invoices. The first stage also delivers 
more structure and transparency to payments and an effective dispute resolution 
pathway to recover money owed.

• Electricity (Licensing) Regulations 1991 – reviewed the electrical licensing 
regime and completed the first tranche of amendments which came into effect in 
March 2022.

• Electricity (Network Safety) Amendment Regulations 2021 – enables network 
operators to adopt renewable energy technology solutions under network safety 
regulations including Standalone Power Systems to replace traditional poles and 
wires that inherently present electric shock and bushfire risks.

• A Building and Construction Consultative Committee – has been 
established to represent building and construction workers, with members 
from major industry stakeholders such as building industry peak bodies, 
employers and trade unions.

• State Industrial Relations System Reform – implemented reforms to the State 
industrial relations system which modernised the system, increased protections 
for workers.



Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety
Mineral House, 100 Plain Street, East Perth 
Whadjuk Noongar Country  
Western Australia 6004

Telephone: 1300 136 237 
National Relay Service: 13 36 77

online@dmirs.wa.gov.au
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